Such, I say, is the History of the so-called Modern Movement in Archi-
tecture, 'a designed miseducation' in general. Instead of growing more
simple with time, the mere Effects multiply and further obscure actual
Causes.
The gift of seeing a source rise, take its natural course and begin to
flow—become a rivulet, then spread to a steady, broad flowing river in
contemporaneous life—maintaining a just proportion in the seeing and
the writing: well, it is simply not done.
Perhaps origins are entitled to the seclusion ensured by such confusion?
A nice provision of Nature?
But artificial subsequences are soon universally looked back upon as of
primary consequences and there is no remedy.
Higher education is too much a cheap conceit hoping to thrive on mere
Information but never really able to learn the net result, inferiority mis-
taking patriotism for Honour—sacrifice for Duty—money-punctilio for
Character and a hectic noisy self-assertion for a good time.
No wonder this great provincial nation has such faith in propaganda.
Perhaps there is something in the English tongue that makes it an
efficient prevaricator, a natural equivocal perverter of truth. Yet how
could things have been very different in other and earlier times? How can
we be sure that all History is not made in the same way: effects mistaken
for causes, causes mistaken for effects?
I have seen the long arm of mere coincidence thus play strange tricks
on the Critic. I have seen appearances too often be the only basis for his
rationalizations after the fact, and all entirely beside the mark; no more
than a pleasant fiction or an interesting speculation. Amusing as well as
exasperating.
I could name a long list but would only open profitless controversy be-
cause the critic, per se as such, is no respecter of an original source of in-
formation. And certainly, even were he a competent judge, no respecter
of an original source of inspiration. The thing is too simple for him on any
such basis. There is not room enough for his own expansion. History 'a la
mode* is, I suspect, mostly the personal view of reflections, a sort of
mirage in a distorted mirror: the mind of the Historian. In our day true
proportion in true perspective does not go with our temper or our pace or
the effects we aim to produce. 'Speed', as Meredith says, 'is a kind of
voracity/ And voracity is by nature none too particular. That for one
thing. But, for another, out of our academic pigeon-holes we are swamped
by the departmental mind. A mind which has its uses but a mind that
sees in parts only and patches the parts together to make a case for its own
sake, or for himself and, unfortunately, for the future.
Thus any sincere search for form is meantime betrayed to the inimical,
and worse, perhaps confused from Generation to Generation.
We need something safe to build on. Of course, that something is the
Truth. But the real seeker for Truth always gets back to simples—and
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